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Discover the Matterhorn paradise with us.

zerMatt bergbahnen ag.



abOUt US
zermatt bergbahnen ag
zermatt bergbahnen ag is the biggest cable car company in 
Switzerland. It offers winter sports and nature enthusiasts and 
tourists from all over the world breathtaking excursions to some 
of the highest, most impres-sive destinations in europe.
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zermatt – an earthly paradise
the village of zermatt, with its 5,700 inhabitants, is situated 
on 1,620 metres (5,315 ft) and surrounded by no less than 38 
four-thousand-metre peaks. all year round, mountain enthu-
siasts and nature lovers come from across the world to visit 
this car-free holiday destination. 

the zermatt area, with its flora and fauna, is a natural pa-
radise. Over 1,000 alpine flowers, many of them protected 
species such as edelweiss, are waiting to be discovered along 
the way. the well-signposted network of hiking trails around 
zermatt extends over 400 km, through forests of stone pine to 
idyllic mountain lakes and imposing glaciers. On these tracks, 
ramblers encounter marmots, chamois, ibexes and deers, while 
eagles circle high overhead.

in winter the Matterhorn ski paradise is not only the alpine 
region’s highest skiing area, but also the best developed in the 
world, open 365 days a year. 

how to get there
zermatt lies at the end of the Matter valley, also called the 
nikolai valley, which stretches for 30 km to the Italian border of 
the canton of Valais in western Switzerland, at the foot of the 
Matterhorn, the world’s most-photographed mountain.

zermatt is within easy reach of the international airports of 
zurich, geneva and Milano: 

Journey time by rail by coach
zurich airport – zermatt 3.5 hrs 3.5 hrs
geneva airport – zermatt 3.5 hrs 3.0 hrs
Milano airport – zermatt 4.0 hrs 3.5 hrs
Interlaken - zermatt 2.0 hrs 2.5 hrs
Lucerne 3.5 hrs 3.5 hrs

the VILLage.
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the most popular excursion in zermatt is 
the Matterhorn glacier paradise, which is 
the highest situated cable car station in 
europe. also discover the peak rothorn 
with the most spectacular view of the 
Matterhorn. 
Discover the two zermatt must-see per-
spectives at Matterhorn glacier paradise 
and gornergrat on one excursion day 
with the Peak2Peak ticket.

Good to know:

total travelling time to Matterhorn glacier 
paradise:
45 minutes (including transfer times)

total travelling time to rothorn:
35 minutes (including transfer times)

total travelling time Peak2Peak (Matter-
horn glacier paradise and gornergrat:
3,5 hours (including transfer times)

Opening hours:
Matterhorn glacier paradise 
all year open (maintenance work May 
and november)

Sunnegga / rothorn 
Summer: end of May till mid-October
Winter: end of november till end of april 
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the underground funicular carries 2,600 
passengers per hour, quickly taking 
guests to zermatt‘s popular sun terrace 
at Sunnegga.

Carrying 2,220 passengers per hour the 
8-seater gondola offers a superb view of 
the Matterhorn as it carries guests up to 
blauherd.

Soaring up to 3,103 metres (10,180 ft),  
cabins for 150 passengers carry guests to 
the spot with the most spectacular view 
of the Matterhorn.

the 8-seater gondolas of riffelberg-
express now allow a connection between 
Matterhorn glacier paradise and gorner-
grat in summer as well. 

riding the comfortable 8-seater gondola, 
which carries 2,800 passengers per hour, 
guests ascend over Furi and Schwarzsee 
to a height of 2,939 metres (9,642 ft).

zermatt – Sunnegga, 4.5 min. Sunnegga – blauherd, 7 min. blauherd – rothorn, 3.5 min.Furi - riffelberg, 7.5 min.zermatt – trockener Steg, 21 min. tr. Steg – Matterhorn glacier paradise, 8.5 min.

 
OUr tranSPOrt FaCILItIeS.
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4 Funicular 5 gondola1 Matterhorn-express 2 riffelberg-express2 Cable car 6 Cable car

With cabins for 100 passengers, the 
cableway of superlatives floats above 
the eternal ice and carries guests to an 
altitude of 3,883 metres (12,739 ft).
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3. healthy climate
zermatt is a popular high-altitude health spa, benefitting from
a dry and sunny winter climate. recharge your batteries and fill
your lungs with mountain air – you’re guaranteed to come back 
feeling refreshed.

4. Matterhorn glacier paradise
this is the highest aerial cableway and summit station in eu-
rope. the cable cars bring guests to europe’s highest viewing 
platform (3,883 metres / 12,739 ft), with a view of 38 peaks tow-
ering over four-thousand metres. 

5. highest eco-friendly restaurant
environmental credentials, the energy efficiency and the 
comfort of guests were all of great importance in this project 
and for this reason, the peak facility received the MInergIe-P® 
certificate.

6. Culinary heights
Cosy, hospitable, warm-hearted and appetizing – with sun
decks and often with live music to put you in the mood:
zermatt’s restaurants will satisfy any style or taste.
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1. Fascinating Matterhorn
the most impressive mountain in the alps creates an unprece-
dented fascination from any vantage point: From rothorn you 
can enjoy a picture postcard view, on Schwarzsee you can al-
most touch the Matterhorn, and the Matterhorn glacier paradise 
allows you to soar towards the legendary mountain.

2. Magical fun in the snow
enjoy the runs on endless pistes with a spectacular backdrop 
of mountains. at almost 4000 metres (13,123 ft), Matterhorn 
ski paradise is the highest winter sports area in the alps. apart 
from guaranteed snow conditions, it is one of the best-develo-
ped and extensive ski resorts anywhere in the world. Skiing and 
snowboarding 365 days a year – something this unique destina-
tion, straddling the border between Switzerland and Italy, pulls 
off with international flair. 
In summer, the ski area on the glacier offers 21 kilometres of 
perfectly prepared pistes and a snow park at over 3,000 metres 
(9,843 ft).

11 gOOD reaSOnS tO FaLL 
In LOVe WIth zerMatt.

7. Fauna and flora
More than 1,000 alpine flowers can be discovered along a 
network of well signposted hiking. among them are many 
protected species such as the edelweiss. Walking past dreamy 
mountain lakes and impressive glaciers, hikers will encounter 
marmots, chamois, ibex and deer.  
8. Shopping 
the shopping opportunities along the main street offer a vast 
array of souvenirs: From the finest in Swiss watches to the clas-
sic Swiss army knife and the Swiss chocolate, you will have no 
trouble finding an authentic presents for yourself or someone 
back home. 

9. Special offers
Year in year out, zermatt offers richly diverse mountain adven-
tures. enjoy the enchantments of an unforgettable trip to see 
the sunrise, the thrills of a toboggan ride or the pleasures of a 
moonlight descent. zermatt knows how to delight its guests.

10. Families welcome
Children up to the age of nine can travel free on all lifts and 
cable cars. adolescents aged 9 to 16 benefit from a 50% price 
reduction and can also travel free with the Junior travelcard and 
children‘s Co-travelcard when on excursions.

11. Quality
to meet the quality standards of our guests, we offer the high-
est level of all-round comfort in terms of travel quality, reliability, 
carrying capacity and service. We are constantly investing
in new projects and optimizing our standards to ensure that our 
guests can really see, feel and experience the advantages and 
pleasures of zermatt. ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certification and 
the highest Quality Seal rating underline the high standards we 
aim to keep – coupled with proverbial Swiss hospitality.

7
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europe’s highest mountain cableway
experience the peak of sporting adventures in the Matterhorn 
glacier paradise: at an airy 3‘883 metres (12,739 ft) you will find 
europe’s highest aerial cableway and summit station. 

the highest viewing platform in the alps
an elevator to the summit, built into the rock, brings guests to 
the highest viewing platform in the alps. the breathtaking 360° 
panorama, with a view of numerous alpine giants, leaves an 
enduring impression on all who see it. From the viewing plat-
form 38 four-thousand-metre peaks of the French, Italian and 
Swiss alps reveal themselves – including the Mont blanc and 
the Jungfrau in all its splendour.

Cinema lounge
the modern Cinema Lounge in the breithorn tunnel offers pure 
movie pleasure. Film clips shimmer from the silver screen, show-
ing a range of themes, including mountaineering, the alpine 
world, flora and fauna, and freeride skiing. Ideal for an excursion 
on a rainy day or to get in the mood for the panorama.

Snow-tubing (only in summer) 
Sliding down the slopes in inflatable rubber doughnuts – superb 
fun for young and old! Pick up your snow tube at no extra char-
ge and it‘s launch time! Our snow tube slope is open during the 
summer season located up on the peak.

restaurant & Peak Shop Matterhorn glacier paradise 
good for body, soul and environment: the restaurant and Peak 
Shop at the top are always worth a visit. Large panoramic win-
dows offer a magnificent high alpine vista as a backdrop to the 
culinary delights within. For groups we offer special deals on 
request. Our new Peak Shop has a selection of specialities – for 
example, the highest-altitude peak wine in the alps. 

the world’s highest glacier palace
Discover the icy, mystic realms of the world‘s highest situated 
glacier palace. elevators bring visitors to the palace,  
keeping their feet dry as they descend 15 metres (49 ft) below 
the surface of the eternal ice. a wonder of the natural world 
awaits: bizarre ice formations, glittering ice crystals, impressive 
ice sculptures, a crevasse you can walk through and a thrilling  
ice slide – an experience that will make any heart beat faster. 

audio information system
the gondolas and cable cars that connect zermatt and the 
Matterhorn glacier paradise are equipped with an audio infor-
mation system that is unique worldwide. You are provided with 
headphones for the approximately 45-minute ride from the 
valley to the summit station. While you enjoy the views, you can 
learn many interesting facts about the sights you pass, as well 
as the history of zermatt and alpine tourism. the information 
is available in ten languages: english, French, german, Italian, 
Spanish, Japanese, Chinese, Korean, thai and russian.

MatterhOrn gLaCIer ParaDISe.
3,883 metres / 12,739 ft

Magic moments at Matterhorn glacier paradise
2 Viewing platform
   

6 Peak Shop

3 Summer ski area

7 glacier palace

4 Snow on 365 days a year
   Snow-tubing (in summer)

8 Cinema lounge

1 europe‘s highest 
  cable car

5 restaurant
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the WOrLD‘S hIgheSt 
3S gOnDOLa LIFt. 
zermatt bergbahnen ag is planning to complete the world‘s 
highest 3S gondola lift by the 2018/19 winter season. the 
new lift to the Matterhorn glacier paradise (Klein Matter-
horn) will be significantly quicker, and the modern cabins, 
designed by Pininfarina, will ensure the ride is more comfor-
table than ever. the 3S gondola lift made by LeItner rope-
ways will complement the existing cableway and increase 
the carrying capacity to europe‘s highest cable-car station 
by 2000 passengers per hour.

On the trockener Steg to Matterhorn glacier paradise 
stretch a high-performance cableway of a quite special kind 
will be built over three summer seasons, with 100 working 
days per season.

the 25 modern cabins, designed by Pininfarina, renowned 
for its work on marques such as Ferrari and Maserati, will 
be fitted with seats inspired by car manufacture and huge 
panoramic windows. the lift will convey visitors to the Mat-
terhorn glacier paradise in nine minutes.

the new cableway is set to start operations in the winter 
of 2018/19, bringing a significant improvement to the con-
nection between the skiing areas in Switzerland and Italy. 
the 3S gondola lift will complement the existing cableway 
and increase the carrying capacity by 2000 passengers per 
hour. the dual connection to the Matterhorn glacier paradise 
station will also ensure cableway services all year round. the 
investment for the construction of the 3S gondola lift will 
amount to ChF 52 million.
 

What is a 3S cableway? 
3S stands for „3 Seilumlaufbahn“: a 3-cable system. Unlike 
conventional cableways, which operate on a single cable, 
the 3S system has separate hauling and support cables. this 
means that two support cables are anchored at the valley and 
mountain stations for each side. the hauling cable is a closed 
loop. the system, with detachable gondolas, has the following 
advantages:
•	 Increased wind stability
•	 Large ground distances and span lengths over 2,500 met-

res possible
•	 high passenger capacity
•	 greater driving speed compared with single-cable systems

Facts
•	 Valley station trockener Steg : 2,923 masl
•	 Mountain station Matterhorn glacier paradise: 3,821 masl
•	 Manufacturer: LeItner ropeways
•	 hauling cable length: 7,930 m
•	 Vertical rise: 900 m
•	 Capacity: 2‘000 Personen/h
•	 Speed: 7,5 m/sec
•	 Journey time: 9 min
•	 number of cabins: 25
•	 Seats per cabin: 28
•	 Drive system: LeItner DirectDrive
•	 Cabin design: Pininfarina

3S-InFOCUbe 
trOCKener Steg.

high-altitude alpine construction, have a chance to touch the 
materials used in the new 3S cableway and guess what effect 
the high altitude has on boiling water and the load capacity of 
a helicopter.

touchscreens are available for you to watch videos about the 
massive project being undertaken by zermatt bergbahnen and 
see updates on the current progress of the work. a walk-on 
floor plan will help you to get an idea of the scale of the project. 
Whatever the weather, the InfoCube is a great experience for vi-
sitors of all ages – and there‘s a competition with exciting prizes 
for the youngsters.

Open all year – admission free.

Useful information:
•	 Languages: german, english
•	 Duration of visit: 30 to 60 minutes
•	 accessibility: wheelchair-friendly
•	 how to get to the 3S InfoCube: take the Matterhorn-ex-

press from zermatt; the journey lasts approx. 30 minutes.

after the impressive ride with the Matterhorn-express you  
arrive at trockener Steg – an ideal place for a break before the 
ascent high up to Matterhorn glacier paradise. From trockener 
Steg one enjoys a magnificent view of the east face of the Mat-
terhorn, with Lake theodul in the foreground and the glacier 
tongues beginning just beyond. the  
restaurant “Ice buffet & bar” with its own souvenir shop delight 
guests in winter and spring,

trockener Steg is also the place, whre,the construction of a 
very special high-performance cableway is taking place in the 
world‘s highest 3S gondola lift, which will be opened in winter 
2018/19.

InfoCube
Visitors to the InfoCube on trockener Steg will find plenty of 
interesting, interactive and hands-on material dedicated to the 
story of how access to the Klein Matterhorn was established 
and to the current major 3S cableway project. at the InfoCube 
interactive visitor centre you can don Vr glasses and embark 
on a virtual journey across the glacier up to Matterhorn glacier 
paradise in a multimedia experience that takes you back to the 
past and into the future. You will be immersed in the world of 

Coming 

soon
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In just 12 minutes, the Matterhorn-express takes guests from the 
Matterhorn glacier paradise valley station to Schwarzsee at the 
foot of the Matterhorn.

at Schwarzsee, there is a restaurant with an inviting sun terrace 
which offers a fantastic panoramic view of zermatt’s mountain 
world. the visit to Schwarzsee is a unique and unforgettable 
experience. Schwarzsee is an idyllic mountain lake, with a small 
chapel. From here, you can see the majestic Matterhorn from 
close up. the lake is just a few minutes on foot from the station. 
this is the starting point for several interesting themed hiking 
trails, such as the Matterhorn trail and the Larch trail.
* 8,474 feet

VIP gondola
If you like a touch of glamour, you‘ll love this luxury cable car 
ride. Settle into the leather armchair, help yourself to a glass 
of champagne and watch the Matterhorn glide past. the Matter-
horn-express VIP gondola is available on over 270 days of the 
year. treat yourself – or someone you love – to a little luxury!

Dirt scooter riding 
a spectacular descent for thrill seekers: take the lift up to 
Schwarzsee and speed down to the valley on your dirt scooter. 
along the way you will find a number of restaurants where you 

Schwarzsee, 2,583 metres*

besides the excursion to Matterhorn glacier paradise, zermatt bergbahnen ag offers many other exciting excursion possibilities:

MOre than JUSt One PeaK.

tOUCh the 
MatterhOrn.

Schwarzsee, 2,583 metres / 8,474 ft
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can enjoy a satisfying snack. a day out for all the family, with 
fun and action guaranteed!

glacier trail 
Our themed trails enable you to enjoy the alpine scenery with 
all five senses. See marmots, marvel at the displays of alpine 
roses and take a refreshing dip in a crystal-clear mountain lake. 
take your pick from the many themed trails of zermatt berg-
bahnen to explore the high alpine landscape the way you like 
best.
hike along the glacier, against the breathtaking mountain back-
drop. between trockener Steg and Schwarzsee there are 23 
sites of interest which describe the natural phenomenon of the 
glacier and explain the history of the Furgg glacier.

With a ticket of zermatt bergbahnen you can get on and off at 
all stations and stay as long as you want to! 

* 8,474 feet
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the sunny corner of zermatt
From the train station you will reach the Sunnegga-rothorn 
valley station by foot in five minutes. taking the underground 
funicular, you will ascend to 2,288 metres (7,506 ft) in just four 
and a half minutes and arrive at Sunnegga, the “sunny corner” 
of zermatt. From the spacious sun terrace of the restaurant, you 
enjoy a wonderful view of the Matterhorn.

Leisee
at Leisee lake, families and nature lovers can enjoy an adventure 
place with attractive barbecue areas and a water feature. Your 
children can explore the play area while you relax in the idyllic 
lakeside surroundings and contemplate the amazing views of 
the Matterhorn. take a refreshing dip in the lake, or play robin-
son Crusoe as you cross the water on a wooden raft attached to 
a cable that spans the lake. Off to the land of adventure!

gourmet paradise Findeln
In an idyllic location just 10 minutes on foot from Sunnegga 
nestles the tiny village of Findeln – a paradise for lovers of 
good food and home to some of zermatt’s finest mountain 
restaurants. the Findeln gourmet Pass is your entry ticket to a 
culinary tour worth a grand total of 41 gault Millau points.

* 7,506 feet

Sunnegga 2,288 metres* 
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the best view of the Matterhorn
the rothorn is easily reached from Sunnegga in just 15 minutes. 
From here, you can see the Matterhorn from its most photogenic 
side. an added attraction is that you see all 38 four-thousand-
metre peaks that surround zermatt. We recommend: It is worth 
to get up early and enjoy the magnificent view at sunrise! 

a special item of interest up here is the themed hiking trail 
“Peak Collection” around the restaurant rothorn. this special 
outdoor exhibition of 18 sculptures will connect you on an artis-
tic level with the alpine world of zermatt and its many tales. 

zermatt’s most beautiful mountain lake
the Stellisee lake at 2,537 metres (8,323 ft) is the most-photo-
graphed lake in zermatt. For sure, you have already marvelled 
yourself at a photo of the Stellisee, capturing the fascinating 
reflection of the Matterhorn. From blauherd, you can reach the 
idyllic Stellisee in about 20 minutes. 
the famous flower trail also starts at blauherd. this unique hike 
offers an unparalleled diversity of flowering plants. Your excur-
sion can be ideally combined with a break at Stellisee lake or 
the sunrise ride. 

* 10,180 feet

rothorn 3,103 metres* 

beSt VIeW OF the 
MatterhOrn.

rothorn, 
3,103 metres / 10,180 ft 
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FUnVentUre.

Mountaincart 
rothorn - blauherd

the new mountaincart route is definitely the highlight of the summer 2018. 
You can drive the 3,6 km long distance from the station of rothorn down to the middle station of blauherd with these fun down-
hill-carts.
the mountaincart looks like a mix of a go-cart and a toboggan and they are safe and comfortable to use for kids from a height over 
135 cm and adults. 
enjoy the fantastic downhill ride with a sensational view to the Matterhorn and the unique mountain world of zermatt.

alpine coaster
blauherd - Sunnegga

the spectacular «alpine Coaster zermatt» route is 2,6 km long and the difference in altitude is 280 m from blauherd to Sunnegga. 
the estimated opening of this new attraction for young and young-at-heart people will be in autumn / winter 2018 and will comple-
ment the funventure offers. 
With lots of speed and fun you will drive into steep rock slopes, over waves and curves. You can rush down absolute safely in these 1 
or 2 people coasters and enjoy the varied ride. action and fun are guaranteed. the new alpine Coaster run will be open in winter as 
well as in summer.

Kickbike
Sunnegga - zermatt 

With these special kickbikes you can dash down from Sunnegga to zermatt along the riedweg. an adrenalin rush is guaranteed. 
the route is 4.1 km long and you pass the idyllic hamlet of tuftern and ride through the cooling pine and larch wood to zermatt.

17
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explore zermatt on two wheels
along single trails over gravel and shingle through magnificent 
forests of larch and Swiss stone pine, all with the magical back-
drop of the mountain landscape. zermatt is a unique mountain-
biking area for riders of all abilities. a variety of marked trails 
for cross-country, free ride and downhill will set every mountain 
biker‘s pulse racing. 

Summer ski experience 
the Matterhorn glacier paradise contains the biggest summer 
skiing area in the world, with 21 kilometres of perfectly pre-
pared pistes. the multifaceted Snowpark zermatt on 3,000 
metres (9,843 ft) offers creative rails and kickers for all levels.

Sightseeing flights air zermatt 
experience an impressive and unforgettable sightseeing flight 
around the Matterhorn, in the midst of the imposing mountain 
landscape around zermatt.

Suspension bridge 
the mountain world around the hamlet of Furi offers families 
variety, games, fun and excitement. here one can immerse 
oneself deep into the mountain world – far away from the daily 
routines. the ideal place for a day excursion.
Furi is at 1,867 m – easily reached by lift or on foot. In the 
hamlet far above zermatt, a wide variety of mountain adven-
tures are scheduled: grilling at the Dossen glacier garden. Or 
checking out the dizzying heights from the suspended bridge. 
the view 90 m down into the abyss is fascinating. Or a side 
trip into gorner gorge – an experience that will ring in the ears 
for some time to come. a glance into the ricola herb garden 
near blatten reveals which ingredients are used to make these 
famous bonbons.

MOre 
SUMMer 
aCtIVItIeS.

YOUr entranCe tO 
the aDVentUre.
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MatterhOrn 
SKI ParaDISe.
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First track
exclusive enjoyment of the sun‘s early rays and virgin pistes 
in the Matterhorn ski paradise – your chance to carve the first 
tracks in the snow before the day‘s skiing officially starts. and 
after the accompanied descent you can enjoy a buffet-style 
breakfast at restaurant Matterhorn glacier paradise.

MatterhOrn
SKI ParaDISe.

the ski resort
the Matterhorn ski paradise is the highest winter sports area in the alps. apart from 
guaranteed snow conditions, it is one of the best-developed and extensive ski resorts 
anywhere in the world. Skiing and snowboarding 365 days a year – something this 
unique destination, straddling the border between Switzerland and Italy, pulls off with 
international flair. 

Moonlight descent
Immerse yourself in the twilight snowscapes of the rothorn. 
enjoy a fondue in the cosy atmosphere of the restaurant before 
making a romantic moonlight descent from rothorn or blauherd. 
the piste control and rescue service will make sure you stay safe 
on the slopes as you enjoy the run in the refreshing night air.

Piste preparation
every evening, as soon as the pistes are empty, the snowcat 
drivers get to work. the snow groomers are on duty from 4 
pm till midnight so that you can wake up to freshly prepared 
pistes every morning. have you ever wondered how the pistes 
are prepared? here‘s your chance to find out, by accompany-
ing an experienced snowcat driver during an evening‘s work. 
We guarantee it’ll be an exciting adventure!

Facts and figures to the international ski 
area Matterhorn ski paradise:

360 kilometres of pistes
•	 75 km blue runs
•	 220 km red runs
•	 27 km black runs
•	 38 km yellow runs (freeride)

Longest piste: Matterhorn glacier  
paradise - zermatt 25 km

80% of the pistes can be covered using 
artificial snow or are on the glacier.

52 transport facilities

Carrying capacity of 92,687 passengers 
per hour

Free WLAN at all stations of the Zermatt 
ski area!

SLOWSKI
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tobogganing fun
a great way to round off a sunny day on the slopes – with a special 
trip at 7.30 pm taking you from zermatt to Furi. the old mountain 
traditions are alive and well in this sleepy hamlet. take your pick 
from the many restaurants and enjoy a hearty dinner. then it‘s off 
on a high-speed toboggan ride back down to zermatt.

Winter hiking 
and how about winter hiking? Winter hiking trails in and around 
zermatt are pure relaxation. they offer romantic views and historic 
insight, fresh winter air and a lot of exercise. enjoyment guaranteed, 
culinary as well. because the sunny terraces are oases for recupera-
tion – relaxation guaranteed.

Snow shoeing
Snowshoeing on the sunny terraces of zermatt’s mountains is a 
winter dream come true. enjoy the panorama and wander under 
the sun among glistening glaciers in the magical winter landscape 
around zermatt. a range of snowshoe trails offer pure, natural 
experiences.
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Wolli park for beginners
Snow enthusiasts of all ages can practise to their hearts’ content 
in the Wolli park for beginners at Leisee in Sunnegga. the park is 
easy to reach on the self-service Leisee Shuttle. It is a sunny spot, 
protected from the wind, and has three magic carpets (snow 
conveyors), two cord lifts (beginners’ lifts) and a range of play 
equipment waiting to provide diversion and fun with a variety of 
snow sports.

a special beginner Skipass is available to use the facilities of the 
Wolli park for beginners. 

zermatt skiguide app
the centrepiece of the app is the navigation function, which 
enables visitors to find their whereabouts and guides them to 
wherever they want to go. the app calculates the best route, 
based on the level of ability the visitor has programmed in, 
always referring to the latest data. For example, the app takes 
account of the opening times of ski runs and restaurants, 
informs the user about up-to-the-minute weather forecasts, 
shows webcam views and warns of any imminent dangers. a 
link to the web shop offers users convenient online booking of 
their ski passes. 

the free app is available in the app stores for iOS and android 
devices. 

Slow slopes
Leisurely skiing has its place too: in the Matterhorn ski paradise 
there are Slow Slopes where beginners and those who like to take 
it easy can make their descent undisturbed, at their own pace. the 
pistes are specially marked and everyone using them has to make 
a slow and carefully controlled descent. those failing to comply 
with the rules will have their ski passes withdrawn. 

the Slow Slopes can be found close to the nursery slopes. they 
are a joint initiative of zermatt bergbahnen ag, the Swiss accident 
Insurance Fund (Suva) and the Swiss Council for accident Preven-
tion (bfu).

Matterhorn Ski Safari
a highlight for all skiing enthusiasts: on the Matterhorn ski safari 
you cover between 10,000 and 12,500 metres (32,808 and 
41,010 ft) in a single day, without using the same lift or piste 
twice. Starting from the rothorn, onwards over riffelberg, the 
theodul glacier, trockener Steg, Matterhorn glacier paradise, 
breuil-Cervina, testa grigia and finally back via Stafelalp to 
zermatt in the evening. are you ready for adventure?

MOre  
WInter 
aCtIVItIeS.
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Like us. Join us. Follow us. 

Qr-Code

We LOOK 
FOrWarD tO 
SeeIng YOU.

zerMatt bergbahnen ag 
PO box 378, 3920 zermatt, Switzerland, +41 (0)27 966 01 01
info@matterhornparadise.ch, www.matterhornparadise.ch
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